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Biographical/Historical note
Peter Klyver Phillips was born in Merced, California in 1931. He received his bachelor’s of science in architectural engineering from California State Polytechnic University in 1959. He was a partner in the firm Dillion & Phillips from 1964 to 1967. In 1967, Phillips opened his own practice, which he operated in Santa Barbara, California until 1969. Starting in 1968, Phillips began working as the architectural coordinator for the California State Polytechnic University in the Facilities Planning department before retiring in 1996. Peter K. Phillips died on October 31, 2012, at the age of 80.
Scope and Content note
The Peter K. Phillips drawings of the Mr. and Mrs. Shirlyn G. Brien house span 3 linear feet and date from 1967. The collection is composed of 12 architectural drawings in the form of reprographic copies. Drawings include: elevations (interior and exterior), sections, schedule and details, electrical plans, heating plan, plan of tile, plot plan, foundation plan, floor plan, and roof plan.
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